Surface exclusion genes traS and traT of the F sex factor of Escherichia coli K-12. Determination of the nucleotide sequence and promoter and terminator activities.
The DNA encoding the surface exclusion genes traS and traT of the F sex factor of Escherichia coli K-12 has been sequenced and the biological activity of the various terminators and promoters determined. The data show that traS encodes a 16,861 Mr protein with no apparent signal sequence, as expected for its cytoplasmic membrane location. The protein is extremely hydrophobic. traS has its own promoter and a weak terminator region follows the gene. After the traS termination loop there is a small intergenic region before the traT promoter. The traT gene encodes a 25,932 Mr precursor for the 23,709 Mr mature protein. The amino-terminal signal peptide is 21 amino acid residues, consistent with it being an outer membrane lipoprotein. A very strong termination loop follows the gene and adjacent to this a further loop can be predicted from the sequence. These secondary structures would be expected to enhance the stability of the mRNA in the presence of 3' specific ribonucleases accounting for the apparent long half-life of the messenger. The amino acid sequence of the mature product of traT of F differs from that of R100 by only a single amino acid substitution (Gly for Ala at position 119), whereas that of pED208 (Folac) differs at 40 positions. traT lies in a region of heteroduplex homology between F and R100, and the nucleotide sequence confirms this and demonstrates that this homology breaks down immediately preceding and following the coding region. Sequence analysis shows that this is also so for pED208. Thus the entire traS of F, R100 and pED208 are very different at the DNA level. An open reading frame, preceded by a typical promoter sequence and a weak and poorly located Shine-Dalgarno sequence, follows traT and corresponds to the start of traD. Alone, this promoter appears to be inactive.